
LEAD THE CHANGE



Dear Friends,

Happy to share the latest edition of The Round Table International Newsletter. This edition includes 

some exciting articles from Moldova, Morocco, Nepal, Neatherlands, and Zambia. Thought 

provoking articles from RTI Vice President Graham Cornelissen, NEA Chairman Marcello 

Cucinotta, and CSO Paul Vreeburg. Along with the latest addition to the supplyhouse and the 

monthly Quiz.

I sincerely thank all associations for sending articles on time for this magazine and hope for 

continuing support.

 

We request all associations to send any key activity that should be covered on the official social 

media handles of Round Table International. I request all associations to send the information to 

pro@round-table.org. We will attempt to publish as many articles as possible after being curated.

We welcome articles and events pictures from all associations, We will try our best to cover 

them on the Round Table International social media platform and newsletter.

Feel free to contact me for any clarifications on email or WhatsApp or call on +919229231111

Vinay Agarwal

Public Relations Officer

Round Table International

VINAY AGARWAL
RTI PRO



I have been honoured and happy to lead the change in the most happiest region. Despite the 

challenging situation I still see the re for tabling and I look forward to shaping the future in the 

upcoming six months. I would like to remind that he who says he can and he who says he can't are 

both usually right. We can do better and we will!

The speech below is a modied speech from an old movie. I wanted to share it with you to 

encourage you all to push forward in these challenging times and remind us that we are one world, 

one table.

Brothers, I should like to help everyone - if possible - We all want to help one another. Tablers are 

like that. We want to live by each other’s happiness - not by each other’s misery. In this world there 

is room for everyone. And the good earth is rich and can provide for everyone. The way of life can 

be free and beautiful.

Sometimes we think too much and feel too little. More than machinery we need humanity. More 

than cleverness we need kindness and gentleness. 

In these times Zoom and Teams have brought us closer together. The very nature of these 

inventions cries out for the goodness in men - cries out for universal brotherhood - for the unity of 

us all. Even now my writing is reaching tablers throughout the world - Thousands of tablers, ladies 

and our friends and families.

MARCELLO “LIMONCELLO” 
CUCINOTTA
NEA CHAIRMAN, 20-21

Picture by :  Ann-So Berg



To those who can hear me, I say -Lead the Change. The misery that is now upon us will pass.

Tablers have the power - the power to do good. The power to create happiness! You, the tablers, 

have the power to make this life free and beautiful, to make this life a wonderful adventure.

Let us lead the change for a new world - a decent world that will work - that will give youth a future 

and old age a security. 

Let us lead the change to free the world and to ght for a world of reason, a world where our daily 

choices will make a difference.

Congratulations to:

Aleksander Ottokar, upcoming NEAR Chairman 21-22

Round Table Norway, NEAR association of the year.

Round Table Trinidad and Tobago charity project of the year.

Round Table Tallinn-1 Estonia NEAR club of the year.

Pierre Mörck Round Table Sweden NEAR tabler of the year.

YIT,

Marcello “Limoncello” Cucinotta

NEAR CHAIRMAN 20-21



# Blood Brothers

I’m really happy to inform you about the success of the #Blood Brothers project. The initial 

thought was a blooddrive of one week before our International Round Table day on the 14th of 

March. That plan changed a bit and for a real positive reason.

During the preparations of the project, we received real good input from several associations that 

were already doing big blood drives. We created a small working group with those associations to 

share the best practices and we decided to change our course a bit and asked all the Tablers and 

associations to share their pictures and their stories when the donated blood. 

What happened was something we could only hope for! For the last three month the social media 

channels are having Tablers all over the place that did a blood donation. I started counting 

associations and to this date I’ve counted already 20 associations that participate in the project. 

I’m real proud that so many Tablers are making a change by doing this. I think the power of RTI is to 

bring associations together, support them with knowledge and best practices of other 

associations and to show the world how big the impact is of what we do simultaneously in many 

associations.

Let’s continue the good work we do as Tablers and don’t be afraid to be proud of it and share it on 

your socials. 

PAUL VREEBURG
RTI Community Service 
Ofcer, 20-21



Before ending my part about the #BloodBrother project I would like to thank everyone who 

donated, supported and shared their story. Success is impossible without the dedication of 

everyone who supported!

Yours in International Tabling,

Paul Vreeburg

RTI Community Service Ofcer, 20-21

RT the Netherlands





It is each members responsibility to grow Round Table with quality members, thereby ensuring the 

long term growth and survival of our organisation. Extending Round Table includes three key areas 

– growing by new members, retaining our current members and chartering new Tables.  Growing 

associations are similar to the growth of new clubs to be dealt with together in Part III.

In this rst part, we will focus on Growing our Membership with new Tablers.

Before recruiting new members, the following fundamental principles must be understood:

1. Membership growth and retention is the key to the long-term survival of Round Table;

2. It is our responsibility to grow Table and not wait around for others to do so - WE need to grow 

Round Table;

3. We must never chase the numbers but must always ensure that we prioritise good quality 

members rather than a large number.

We must take the recruitment process seriously and not just see this as a by-product of what we 

are doing.  By prioritising the recruitment process and discussing this during our meetings, we 

enshrine the responsibility amongst all our members.  We must treat this as a project, with detailed 

planning, execution and reporting done on all of our efforts.

One of the biggest pitfalls we have is limiting the guests invited to our meetings too much.  Every 

association and Table has a process of taking a guest through eventually becoming a member.  

This process differs vastly between Tables, but all of them focus on ensuring that the correct 

quality of member is inducted into Round Table.  An excellent resource to understand the process 

from a guest to a member is found in the book – Making Clubs Work – written by Brad Parkes. 

UNDERSTANDING MEMBERSHIP GROWTH – ROUND TABLE

Part I – Growing our membership

GRAHAM CORNELISSEN
RTI VICE PRESIDENT, 
2020-21



Too many times, Tables inviteonly very selected guests to attend 

a Round Table meeting.  By putting our trust in the process of a 

guest becoming a member, we should start inviting exponentially 

more members to our meetings.  Example:   Table A invites pre-

selected guests only and converts 50% of these to full members.  

By inviting six guests per year, they grow by three new members 

per year.  Table B invites three guests to every meeting and has a 

25% conversion rate.  We can see that Table B grows by nine 

members per year, three times that ofTable A.

The key is to get in as many new guests into our meetings 

as possible and share our Round Table Story with them.  

Many Tables struggle to get men of the right age to attend 

their meetings as a guest.  This is partly due to some 

members being unsure as to where to engage with young 

men.  Some ideas on where to nd these candidates are:

Table B
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The key is to get in as many new guests into our meetings as possible and share our Round Table Story with 

them.  Many Tables struggle to get men of the right age to attend their meetings as a guest.  This is partly due to 

some members being unsure as to where to engage with young men.  Some ideas on where to nd these 

candidates are:

1.  It starts with you 

 You are the best advertisement for Round Table.  Simple things such as wearing a rondel at a non-Table 

event or travelling are sure to engage with ex Tablers.  While wearing a rondel, many members have been 

approached by ex-Tablers or by friends of Table.  They might have kids or friends of the same age, and it is 

then an easy starting point to discuss Round Table with potential members.

 In our daily lives, we all meet and interact with men who could potentially become members.  Take the 

effort and spend 2 minutes sharing about Round Table.  Having just one of these conversations on a 

weekly or monthly basis will have a signicant impact on bringing guests to meetings.



2. Where do young men spend their time

 Men naturally gravitate to each other.  We can see this in the sports we play, inour social gatherings as well.  

Men socialise by doing joint or shared activities – we play sports, go shing, or go out to the pub.  This is 

where you can get many young men to have a conversation with about who we are and what we do.

 The ongoing Covid-19 pandemic has limited much movement for large populations of people.  The 

principles about socialising remain the same, and a little outside the box thinking is required.  We can see 

that Online Gaming has had a massive resurgence during this period and is an effortless space to share 

who we are.  With many online meetings being held, we have an excellent opportunity to engage with 

members whom we would not usually get at physical meetings.

3. Membership Events 

 Membership drives provide an excellent and structured environment to engage with the public and to tell 

our story.  The key to a successful event is making it engaging and offering something for the guys joining.  

Beers or a light meal will always guarantee that guys will come and listen.  By having your fellow Tablers 

there in support, you can ensure that all guests' questions can be answered. The various facets of the Table 

can be explained.  You can decide how formal these events should be, but experience has shown that a 

more casual approach works best.

 Consideration must also be given to which meeting a guest is invited to.  Many times, our business 

meetings carry on too long and might not be engaging for these guests.  Consider bringing the new guests 

to a social or a project meeting so that they can experience the best of what Table has to offer.

4. RT Norway

 We have further noted the following from the Round Table Norway Association Report, which other 

associations can easily use:  

 "We have the largest' prospect list' of potential Tablers we have EVER had, so once business return to 

normal, we expect a heavy recruitment result. We have launched a recruitment competition, dubbed 'Head 

Hunter' where members that provide candidates to other clubs will give their local club points for each 

member suggested and accepted into an ofcial 'prospect' with another club.  We have received a 

suggestion of about 80 people, which would mean an 8% membership increase for Norway had ALL been 

accepted or willing to join.  

 Also, we have focused more on charity in this period than we probably have been for the last ten years."

The growing membership of our Tables must be treated as a priority and approached with the due 

consideration that it deserves.  We must share the Round Table story with as many people as possible and 

trust in the process of taking a guest to a member.  By growing our membership in Round Table, we can do 

more signicant events and ultimately make a greater impact in our communities.  In this case, more really is 

better.





2020 seems to be a tight and challenging year for everyone and Round Table Moldova isn't an exception. We've 

met the COVID and all the related to lockdown problems with heads up. Almost all the plans and ideas went to the 

trash bin. But it brought us a superb opportunity to focus on internal club things ideas, strengthen the fellowship 

and friendship between members. Especially taking into consideration that  RT Moldova is young less than 2 

years formed club. Once the lockdown restrictions were relaxed we've been doing a lot of unusual meetings. 

Changing the plans for the rest of the year and planing the crucial points for next year. In 2020 we have done 

together with help from our brother RT Germany the Medical equipment projects for Moldova, bringing so 

necessary and crucial important equipment things for hospitals in the country. For us, this is a very important 

and signicant event because we are trying to inuence this emergency state.

Also, one of the situations we have never met before was the Christmas Convoy project rst time ever done by 

only the Moldavian club. It was a huge pressure and responsibility for us in front of every member of the clubs 

involved in a such big project. And to be honest we enjoyed this challenge very much.

So, overall 2020 provided us big challenges but also provided a great opportunity to become more united and 

grow as a Round Table Club.

We have nished this year obtaining 2 new Tablers. This is awesome

ROUND TABLE MOLDOVA





ROUND TABLE MOROCCO

Tabling In Morocco In 2020

Despite the year of the pandemic and all the difculties and limitations associated with it, RT Morocco has never 

stopped working and developing, thanks to the great spirit of adaptation, which has allowed the achievement of 

various goals, in terms of expansion, with new recruitments and creation of new clubs, in terms of social 

activities, both at clubs and national level with around six-thousand euros raised and distributed in the past nine 

months, and cooperation with the other associations (Side-by-Side).

The month of September nally marked the chartering of RT12 

Marrakech, a very dynamic group that, since its inception, 

demonstrated an outstanding "Tabling Spirit" and commitment, 

with several conferences organized in the presence of renamed 

intellectuals, the effort in the sponsoring the creation of a new 

table in El Jadida, several local social actions, and the full 

involvement in the works for the organization of RTIHYM 22 in 

Marrakech under the lead of the dedicated National Committee.

One of the primary objectives, the expansion both in term of 

recruits and club creation, has been pursued thanks to each 

table's commitment. In particular, RT4 Casablanca marked a 

very successful year in recruitment with four young and smart 

guys joining the Club and the signicant contribution of RT7 Rabat in creating a future Club in Tangier.

Noteworthy is the "Solidarb" project, launched by RT11 Dar Bouazza initially to deal with the social emergency 

generated by the covid at the beginning of 2020 and then extended fur ther with continuous social activities in 

food distribution, materials for hospitals and coastal cleanup days.

Our national social service for this Tabling Year 

remains the "Employability of Youths", which 

provides coaching to young people to prepare them 

to approach the labour market, using RT Morocco 

members' diverse expertise. Initially, this project 

was hindered by the covid restrictions. Still, it 

remains fundamental for RT Morocco, and, thanks 

to the strong leadership and organizational 

structure behind it, it is now advancing with a 

dedicated committee with representatives from 

each club coordinated at the central level.



Lastly, the year 2020 led to the further consolidation of the Side-by-Side movement in Morocco, with the creation 

of a joint Facebook page and the decision to have our AGM 2021 on the 24th of July in Marrakech along with 

Ladies Circle, Club41 and Agora Club. The AGM will be preceded on the 23rd of July by the Presidential ball 

(celebration of each movement's President).

Greetings from Morocco! We are working very hard to organize an outstanding RTIHYM 22 in Marrakech, and we 

hope to see you All in March 2022!



ROUND TABLE NEPAL

RTI Day is an important date in the calendar for Tablers around the world. 14th of March is celebrated with a lot of 

enthusiasm. RT Nepal has been celebrating RTI Day for the past 7 years by donating blood primarily and also 

other service projects in our respective cities and fellowships to end an important day. 

This year RT Nepal decided to change our itinerary a little and covert the RTI Day to an entire week of Celebrating 

this important event, and we called it the ‘RTI WEEK’, 13th of March-19th of March. Each day during the week 

was allotted to an activity/event and all tables if possible could do it on that particular day. Blood Donation, Old 

age homes, Disable people, child abuse, visit FTE School, Out of the Box and a day was kept for fellowships. 

A total of 635 pints of  Blood was collected, we visited in different cities 8 old age homes, 300+ orphans were 

benetted from our visits, 12 assistive devices were donated to the disable, 4 workshops were conducted on 

child abuse, cleanliness drives were organized in three cities, and students were taken for industrial visit and to 

top it off we could inaugurate 2 new school Projects taking our FTE School’s tally to 50. Tr. Siddhant Gupta ASPA 

Chairman and Tr. Saurabh Kedia inaugurated a total of 5 classrooms. Projects were completed by LRT 16 and 

BTRT 28.

Round Table in Nepal is a way of life. We try and make the most of this movement for us as well as the society. 

This out of the box idea by our RTI WEEK Convener Tr. Bhawani Goyal proved that we just need to be creative we 

have the hands to carry the idea together. Such an extensive plan was also possible because this was one of the 

biggest projects that we could do side by side with Ladies Circle Nepal. RTN & LCN will take this as a stepping 

stone at doing more projects together with the same Zeal and Commitment.

RTI WEEK Celebration in Nepal













ROUND TABLE 
THE NETHERLANDS

    Highlight 2020 - 2021

ê Blood Donor Project - In 2019 we visited the Half Year Meeting of our neighbor Round Table Belgium. 

Frederik Gabriels presented their Blood promotion project. Since already a few Tablers are blood donor we 

came to the idea to set up our own project nationally but also start promoting it internationally. After 9 

months we can say that it is a huge success and tens of Tablers donate monthly blood and blood plasm. We 

will continue this project and extend the project by motivating Tablers to register as stem cell donor.  

 In this Covid-19 period this project is easy to do as an individual person and to promote our Round Table 

movement in a very positive and social way.

ê National and International Kahoot Quiz - Thanks to our very enthusiastic National PRO Marcel Kenniswe 

were able to create connection with Tablers around the world in lock down periods by organizing online and 

interactive quizzes. 

ê AGM 2020 Tiel - Still very proud that we were able to organize a physic AGM for 250 Tablers last September 

according to applicable Covid rules that period.

ê Movember - Very successful service project for our association. In 2020 we promoted this project with 2 

Tablers. This year we had 40devoted Tablers which resulted in an amazing amount of money. We raised the 

most money of all participants (companies and clubs) in The Netherlands and in Round Table International. 

Thanks to a big effort of Round Table Vlaardingen 56 and from RTI CSO Paul Vreeburg.  

ê National Service projects - In this challenging period we were not able to meet each other in local clubs. Only 

1 visitor per household is allowed. Most service projects are done individual (spending blood or grow your 

MO). And some outside projects with a few Tables like you can see on the pictures. From selling "left-overs" 

of farmers or restaurants, hand-over gifts for medical personnel or building a "Rondel" Hotel in the nature for 

insects. 

ê International Service Project - 21-years we are active for Freedom Through Education. Our fantastic and 

long-term close relation with Round Table India resulted in many wonderful projects all over India. We raised 

all these years in The Netherlands EUR 3 million. Many Tablers have been active to promote education as 

most powerful weapon to change the world. Thanks to twinning (link same Table numbers with each other) 

many international friendships started what resulted in visiting the FTE project in India. A life time 

opportunity and memory.

ê Side by Side - Many times per year we combine the strengths together with 41Club and Ladies Circle. A new 

year Quiz, Valentine zoom meeting for Singles, promoting each-others National Service project.

ê NL Half Year Meeting 2021 - Last month we organized a great Half Year Meeting during a 3 hour live show in 

a professional studio. 

ê 3 - Year plan - Also in The Netherlands we have started with making a 3 year plan in which the main focus 

areas are dened. 



ê Anniversary Round Table The Netherlands - This year we celebrate our 75 years anniversary of Round Table 

The Netherland. We are very proud of our great history in Tabling and our achievements nationally but 

denitely also internationally. We are very happy we supported many associations around the world in very 

different ways. The Netherlands is well known for international stature, quality and forward thinking and for 

sure our directness and sobriety. So please let us know how we can support your association or you 

personally and we will be there for you. We would love to create more connections and colour the world a bit 

more orange.

On behalf of Round Table The Netherlands,

Lucas Borsboom

RT74 Roermond

National IRO Round Table The Netherlands







ROUND TABLE THE ZAMBIA

On 21st April, 2020 Round Table Zambia joined the Ministry of Health in the ght towards Coronavirus COVID-19 

with a donation which consisted of assorted PPE items and Mealie Meal. The donation was carried out during the 

Ministers Corona Virus National Update and Press Brieng, spearheaded by RT Zambia’s Area 2 Chairman Brian 

Chintu, National PRO Yasa Mulonga, Area 2 Secretary Chapatama Ngaba and Lusaka’s Club 11 Stores Convener 

Komeki Songwe. As Social Distancing would have it, there were restrictions on the number of attendants 

however the rest of the association rendered support from their homes and ofces as the donation was 

broadcasted live on National TV and various online pages. 

During his speech at the press brieng Brian Chintu gave highlights about what Round Table is about, current 

projects countrywide and recognized BioRaiser Zambia who were partners towards the donation. Brian thanked 

the Ministers present for the opportunity to be part of a ght of such magnitude and its grave importance as the 

motto of Round Table is to Adopt Adapt and Improve the various aspects our lives. He closed his speech by 

pledging the readiness of Round Table Zambia to partner with the Zambian Government in common areas of 

interest and proceeded to carry out the handover of the following items to the Minister of Health;

• 250 x Face Masks 

• 25 X 2.5 Ltrs Hand Sanitizer 

• 2200 x Latex Gloves 

• 12 x 25Kg Mealie Meal 

• 48 Bottles 400 ml Hand Wash Soap 

• 12 x 400 ml Hand Sanitizer 

• 250 x Face Masks – From BioRaiser Zambia 

The Minister of Health Dr. Chitalu Chilufya expressed gratitude towards the gesture and applauded the efforts 

Round Table Zambia. He was happy to see Tablers taking the front line towards the global pandemic and 

emphasized that activities of such nature formed the basis of the importance of service clubs in local and 

international communities. 

As Round Table Zambia we remain alive to the potential and impact so far of Corona Virus and in order to beat this 

pandemic we need to come together as one. To fellow associations, service clubs and individuals there is 

nothing like too little or too much to give because every little effort will go a long way – We live to give 

#Adopt #Adapt #Improve

YiT

Yasa Mulonga

Round Table Zambia 

National Public Relations Ofcer 2020|2021







1- In which year was Ladies Circle formed.?

  1932 1934 1920 1938

Ans-  1932

2- Round Table International is in 68 countries how many associations do we recognize?

  58 67 57 52

Ans-  58

3- Approximately how many clubs does Round Table International have across the world?

  2750-3000 2250-2500 3000-3250 None of the Above

Ans-  2250-2500

4- Which National Association has the maximum number of Tables?

  RT India RTBI RT Germany  RT Southern Africa

Ans-  RTIB

5- Where is the RTI World Meet 2021 be hosted ? (COVID-19 Permitting)

  India Southern Africa Mauritius Luxembourg

Ans -  India

6
ANSWERS

QUIZ 
VOLUME 

The Tabler that wins the maximum number of quizzes will be recognized by the RTI President at the World 
Meet 2021 with a special RTI Branded gift. Stay tuned for the next issue for the answers of Vol 6.



1. What is the most recently chartered association of Round Table?

 

2. Which association has this rondel?

  

 

3. The country of Namibia is part of which association?

 

4. The RTIWM is planned for Delhi in India this year. India last hosted a WM in 2012 – which city hosted this 
event?

 

5. What is the venue for the RTIWM 2022?

The tabler that wins the maximum number of the quiz will be recognized by RTI President at world meet 2021 with 
a special RTI Branded gift.

Stay tuned for the next issue for the answers of Vol 7.

You can ll the quiz before 25th April 2020 on 
quiz.round-table.org 

RTI 
NEWSLETTER 

QUIZ VOLUME  7



ARABIAN GULF 
AUSTRALIA 

AUSTRIA BANGLADESH 
BELGIUM 

BOTSWANA BULGARIA CANADA 

CYPRUS 

DENMARK 
EASTERN AFRICA 

ESTONIA 

FINLAND 
FRANCE GERMANY GIBRALTAR 

HONGKONG 

HUNGARY 

ICELAND 

INDIA 
 ISRAEL 

ITALY

LATVIA 

LITHUANIA 

LUXEMBOURG 

MADAGASCAR 

MALAWI 
MALAYSIA  MALTA MAURITIUS 

MOLDOVA 
MONACO 

MOROCCO 

NEPAL 

NEW ZEALAND 

NIGERIA 

NORWAY 

PHILIPPINES 

PORTUGAL 

ROMANIA 

RUSSIA 

SAN MARINO 

SENEGAL
SEYCHELLES 

SINGAPORE 

SRI LANKA 

 SURINAM E

 SWEDEN 
 SWITZERLANDTHE NETHERLANDS 

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO 

TUNISIA 

USA 
ZAMBIA 

ZIMBABWE

SOUTH AFRICA 
CAMEROON

FOR ADVERTISEMENTS AND OTHER INFO PLEASE CONTACT

VINAY AGARWAL
PRO, RT INTERNATIONAL 2020-21

pro@round-table.org 
91 9229231111

www.round-table.org

• Arabian Gulf • Australia • Austria 
• Bangladesh • Belgium • Botswana 

• Bulgaria • Canada • Cyprus • Cameroon  
• Denmark • Eastern Africa 
• Estonia • Finland • France 

• Germany • Gibraltar • Great Britain & Ireland
• Hongkong • Hungary • Iceland • India 

• Israel • Italy • Latvia • Lithuania 
• Luxembourg • Madagascar • Malawi 

• Malaysia • Malta • Mauritius 
• Moldova • Monaco • Morocco 
• Nepal • New Zealand • Nigeria 
• Norway • Philippines • Portugal 
• Romania • Russia • San Marino 

• Senegal • Seychelles • Singapore 
• Southern Africa • Sri Lanka • Suriname 

• Sweden • Switzerland • The Netherlands 
• Trinidad and Tobago • Tunisia 

• USA • Zambia • Zimbabwe


